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Introduction
This cookbook is founded on a two-day workshop—Experimental
Food Design for Sustainable Futures—held online as part of the
Designing Interactive Systems (DIS) conference in July 2020.
The workshop experimented with food as an accessible starting
point from which to explore and articulate values, concerns, desires,
and imaginaries associated with food-tech futures and climate
resilience. Working remotely from our homes during the burgeoning
Åyµ´¡ĝŉâŉºĲÌ¡µŉÌµyÈ¡ºÌŉyµŉº®®yÌğŉµyŉ¡µŉ
ºÈy¡µŉây®¬ĲÌ ºÅÌŉyÈºÖµŉºÖÈŉ¬¡Ò µÌĝŉÅyµÒÈ¡ÌŉyµŉyÈµÌğŉyµŉ
proposed diverse imaginative approaches to nurture transformation
towards sustainable futures.
Each workshop day focused on a distinct theme: on day 1—
Fantastic(e)ating Food Futures: Reimagining Human Food
Interactions—we examined interdependencies between food, eating,
yµŉÌº¡y®ŉÅÈyÒ¡ÌĝŉÈ¡Ò¡y®®èŉµy¡µŉâ¡Ò ŉÖÒÖÈŉăºÖÈ¡Ì ¡µŉ
through food-tech innovation. On day 2—Designing with Morethan-Human Food Practices for Climate Resilience—we focused
ÌÅ¡Ăy®®èŉºµŉ´ºÈĲÒ yµĲ Ö´yµŉººŉÅÈyÒ¡Ìŉyµŉ ºâŉÒ èŉ
could be incorporated into food systems. The two workshop
days were thematically intertwined and carefully designed to be
complementary: the fantastic food future imaginaries co-created on
day one laid the groundwork for our thinking about plausible morethan-human food practices on day 2.
The workshop outcomes have been collectively compiled into the
More-than-Human Food Futures Cookbook that you are reading right
now. We would like to thank all workshop participants for bringing
their energy, ideas and imaginations to the table. This cookbook
is just a small sampling of our combined efforts, we hope it feeds
your imagination and nourishes you during these challenging times.
In the spirit of fantastic(e)ating food futures, and expanding morethan-human food practices, this content is free to read and enjoy.
However, if sharing, please acknowledge this work and the authors
using this reference:
Markéta Dolejšová, Sjef van Gaalen, Danielle Wilde, Hilary Davis &
Ferran Altarriba Bertran (2020). More-than-Human Food Futures
Cookbook. Available at https://foodfutures.group/
Enjoy the reading!
Markéta, Sjef, Danielle, Hilary and Ferran
The cookbook editors
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OăÒ¡ºµ
Danielle Wilde

Increasingly, design researchers and their fellow travellers are
coalescing around the sticky subject of food. They often come to
the table with different tastes, priorities, cultural backgrounds and
experiences. What they share is a commitment to commensality—
fellowship at the table. Food is a fundamental human-material
practice. Eating is necessary for life. Eating together enables people
to forge social bonds, learn and consolidate culture—as individuals,
families, social units—as a species. Eating at once shapes, and
connects us with, who we are.
In this cookbook, we use experimental design research methods
ÒºŉyÒ¡áyÒŉººŉyÌŉyŉÈÌyÈ ŉÌÖ «Òĝŉº «ÒĝŉºµÒçÒğŉyµŉyÌŉ
tangible bio-design material. Our objective is to imagine societal
transformation collectively, and thereby better understand how
to support profound and meaningful change. A cookbook is a
traditional format. Personal cookbooks may be incomplete, handÈyÒĝŉ´ÌÌèĜŉY èŉÈăÒŉÒ ŉ®¡áÌŉºŉÒ ¡ÈŉºâµÈÌĜŉAÒµŉ Ö´ ®ĝŉ
pragmatic instruments at their origins, they evolve with experience
and use. In their fullness, they may contain trace efforts of joys,
disappointments, wild interpretations, sadness, silliness, boredom,
fun. Food is all of these things and through its nature, makes visible
our place in the web of life.
We live in uncertain, urgent times. The recipes in this cookbook
posit food as a powerful catalyst for change. They are not alone in
doing so. EAT Lancet tells us: food is the single most robust lever to
optimise human health and environmental sustainability on Earth
(Willet et al. 2019). The human food system impacts all 17 of the UN’s
Sustainability Development Goals and all nine planetary boundaries
(Steffen et al., 2015). Currently, it is damaging both people and
the planet. In intergovernmental reports on sustainability, climate
change, biodiversity collapse and more, sobering statistics and grim
projections make clear we must transform how we live. It follows that
we must transform how we design. Victor Papanek (1972) stressed
long ago that design is at the root of so many of the problems
we face today. However, Design can also help us to respond
ºµÌÒÈÖÒ¡á®èŉÒºŉ¡ÌÌÖÌğŉÒºŉÈĲ¡µÈyÌÒÈÖÒÖÈĝŉyÌŉâŉÈçy´¡µŉºÖÈŉ
relationships within the web of life.
Ì¡µļÌŉyÅy¡ÒèŉºÈŉâºÈ®Ĳ´y¬¡µŉyµŉºÅµŉÖÅŉµâŉ¡´y¡µyÈ¡Ìğŉ
enable people to interrogate their relationships and practices,
envision the change they want to see.
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The imaginaries in this cookbook are tasty gestures towards this
world-making journey. During the workshops, the authors engaged
in carefully designed, densely packed processes, and ate their
way towards new understandings of human interactions in the
world. Unlike recipes, the resulting imaginaries are not instruction
sets. Instead, they are provocations—material, social, legislative,
Ìº¡ºĲÒ µ¡y®ŉyµŉº®º¡y®ŉ¡µá¡ÒyÒ¡ºµÌŉÒ yÒŉÈăÒŉ´È¡µŉ
commitments across the research landscape.
A ÌÌÌ¡ºµÌŉâ¡Ò ŉººŉÖµº®ŉºµŉºÖÈŉÌÈµÌğŉâºÈ®Ĳ®y¡µŉ Ìŉ
yÈŉ®¡á¡µĲÈºº´ŉºÌğŉy´yÒÖÈÌŉÌÒÈÖÒŉy®ºµÌ¡ŉÒ ´Ĝŉ5º¬ŉ¡µÌ¡ŉ
our houses during COVID-19, the privileged mimic the less-so,
making sourdough, pickles and ferments. It seems easy for those in
the Global North to occlude other understandings of issues. But we
cannot allow this to happen. The food system is shaping our todays
yµŉºÖÈŉÒº´ºÈÈºâÌĜŉ"ººŉ¡ÌŉÌµÌÖy®ŉyµŉ´yµ¡µÖ®ğŉyµŉ ŉ ¬èŉ
yµŉÖµĝŉyÌŉâ®®ŉyÌŉµÖÒÈ¡Ò¡ºÖÌŉĬºÈŉµºÒĭĜŉY ŉ¡yÌŉ È¡µŉÈăÒŉÒ yÒŉ
heterogeneity. They propose the ubiquity of food to create space for
other voices. As Levinas tells us
“Knowledge requires ... an openness to something new, something
foreign, something totally other beyond the self.”
(Levinas, 1979). Please enjoy our tasting menu.

Levinas, E. (1979). YºÒy®¡Òèŉyµŉ¡µĂµ¡ÒèĞŉµŉÌÌyèŉ
on exteriority (Vol. 1). Springer Science & Business
Media.
Papanek, V. (1972). Ì¡µŉºÈŉÒ ŉOy®ŉiºÈ®Ğŉ
Human Ecology and Social Change Thames and
Hudson London.
Steffen, W., Richardson, K., Rockström, J., Cornell,
S. E., Fetzer, I., Bennett, E. M., Biggs, R., Carpenter,
S. R., De Vries, W., & De Wit, C. A. (2015). Planetary
ºÖµyÈ¡ÌĞŉ#Ö¡¡µŉ Ö´yµŉá®ºÅ´µÒŉºµŉyŉ
changing planet. Science
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Day 1:

Fantastic(e)ating Food Futures:
Reimagining Human-Food
Interactions

Workshop organisers:

Fantastic(e)ating is a play on the word fantasticating – to make or
render something fantastic – and the act of consuming or eating.
The workshop title recognises the playful and creative elements that
can be reimagined at all stages of human-food interaction, including
designing, creating, eating and consuming food.

Hilary Davis, Danielle
Wilde, Ferran Altarriba
Bertran & Markéta
Dolejšová

The Fantastic(e)ating Food Futures workshop used experimental
food design co-creation to examine interdependencies between
food and technology, and fantasticate future food-technology
practices navigated by diverse human and non-human stakeholders.
The workshop activities included:
• The use of Food Tarot cards (https://foodtarot.tech/) to provoke
critical food conversations and collective imaginaries. The
card deck presents 22 imagined diet tribes such as Datavores,
Genomic Fatalists and Turing Foodies whose diet has been
impacted by (bio)technological advancement. The cards were
designed to enable playful (more-than)human-food interactions
and support the notion of uncertain food futures open to
multiple interpretations.
• A food-technology digital story – based on a collection of
Ì´yÈÒÅ ºµŉá¡ºĲÈºÈ¡µÌŉ¡µÒÈºÖ¡µŉººŉ¡Ò´ÌŉÌ¡µ¡ĂyµÒŉ
to the Food Tarot cards selected by individual workshop
participants. The items were varied, including raw materials
sourced from local spaces (Urban Foragers; Monsa[n]taninsts
cards), home-made food stuffs such as kombucha (Gut
Gardeners card) or favorite kitchen utensils (Food Gadgeteers).
The short audio-visual narratives were curated and weaved into
a ten minute digital story. The story content was ‘hidden’ in a
food-technology mystery box on our shared Miro board and
1
revealed during the workshop introductions . It served to both
introduce participants and their food-related interests, and
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provoke initial thoughts about
the meaning of their food items and
their relationship to context.
• A food swap pantry, where foodstuffs and other artefacts
can be exchanged in the spirit of reciprocity. The pantry
items were visual representations of items selected by
participants and showcased in the digital story.
• Fantastic(e)ating picnic meal prototypes, using the food
swap pantry resources. Working in groups, the prototyping
started with picnic basketsŉÅÈĲĂ®®ŉâ¡Ò ŉ¡Ò´ÌŉÈº´ŉÒ ŉººŉ
swap pantry brought by individual group members that could
have been swapped based on the group’s prototyping needs.
The prototypes are represented in the following cookbook
ÌÒ¡ºµĝŉ¡µŉÒ ŉºÈ´ŉºŉÌ¡çŉÈ¡ÅÌĜŉ´ºµŉºÒ ÈÌĝŉèºÖŉâ¡®®ŉĂµŉ
a recipe for Nutritious Dating - Flourishing, a Food Waste Glam,
or for a Companions Picnic.
Our long term aim with providing a shared space for activities
like these is to help nurture existing research into everyday foodtechnology cultures, while ensuring inclusion of fantastical elements
such as food crafting, food play and future speculation. The day 1
workshop activities and prototypes inspired the second workshop
day that focused on bringing the fantastic ideas forward into a set
of recipes for plausible more-than-human food practices.
1: https://youtu.be/0yhLZ5w0Eg
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The food swap pantry includes Food Tarot cards and visual representations of food items
selected by workshop participants for the digital story. These items were used as main
ingredients to prototype our fantastic recipes.

Nutritious
Dating Flourishing
Amala, Anna Lychagina,
Danielle Wilde, Mia Shu &
Tom Gayler

Inspired by the Nutri Amorists and the Turing Foodies tarot cards,
we developed a dating sequence that brings together gut bacteria,
trees, technology and potential lovers. In it, the health of the tree
and the contents of a picnic basket depend on – and make senseable – physiological signs of arousal, measured through the lover’s
spit and a swallowable sensor, before and after dating. Four steps,
Èº´ŉµÖÒÈ¡Ò¡ºÖÌŉyÒ¡µŉÒºŉ´Ö®Ò¡ĲÌÅ¡ÌŉăºÖÈ¡Ì ¡µĜ
ĈĜŉ

LOLOĞŉSây®®ºâŉÒ ŉ ÖÒÒÈăèŉÒÈy¬ÈŉÅ¡®®ĝŉ âŉyŉÌ´y®®ŉ yµÖ®ŉ
of Zira. Spit in the AI bucket.

2.

WAIT FOR THE AI TO FIND YOUR MATCH

3.

PICNIC: with your date. The health of the tree that provides
shade and the contents of the picnic basket that nourishes
you and your date are determined by the AI, based on a
combination of digital gut sensor data and the biological
data provided by the fermenting cabbage you feed with
èºÖÈŉ´¡ÈºăºÈyĜ
4. POST-DATE CHECK-IN. Home again, chew zira once
more to freshen your breath and spit in the AI
bucket, to close the cycle.
Relationships are not linear processes, and while
technologists may try to invent solutions for
matters of the heart, we propose that such
matters must be complex and multi-species
in their unfolding. Our group contained people
on many sides of many fences. Technooptimists and techno-sceptics, early adopters
and inherently cautious, wary, even potentially
suspicious developers of speculative fabulations.
The resulting step-wise process brings together
ritual, nature, technology, data and chance.

Our basket of goodies
– kombucha, a mirror, a
wooden bucket and an
apple tree. Our starting
point as we converged
upon the Nutri Amorist
and Turing Foodies tarot
cards, to fantastic(e)ate
our picnic.
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ºÌµļÒŉáÈè ºèŉâyµÒŉÒºŉĂµŉ®ºáģŉ;yµèŉÅºÅ®ŉ
consult diverse oracles in their search for love. Might
we operationalise such rituals to better afford multi-species
ăºÖÈ¡Ì ¡µģŉºŉâŉÌº´Ò¡´ÌŉµŉÒºŉ®ºº¬ŉÒºŉºÖÈÌ®áÌĝŉyµŉ®ºáŉ
ºÖÈÌ®áÌĝŉ ºÈŉâŉyµŉ®ºáŉyµºÒ Èģ
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Cannibalistic
Pickn’ick
for Homo
Sapiens
Lara Houston, Sebastian
Prost, Sneha Solanki,
Steph Marsden & Urja
Jhaveri

AÖÈŉºáÈy®®ŉÒ ´ŉ¡Ìŉ yÌŉºµŉÒ ŉµºÒ¡ºµŉºŉĻÈăÒ¡ºµļĜŉY ŉÈ¡Åŉ
that we have co-created is inspired by the Ethical Cannibals card and
develops the idea of the human body as a farm. It provokes us to look
at ourselves as human species and reimagine the role that our bodies
might play in near-future food systems.
For instance, during the COVID-19 pandemic, many people are in
lockdown and they feel as if food systems are breaking down. In many
places the sudden lack of resources has created panic and resulted
in panic-buying. This made us think: is it time to start using resources
Ò yÒŉyÈŉµºÒŉºµ®èŉyÈºÖµŉÖÌŉ ÖÒŉy®Ìºŉâ¡Ò ¡µŉÖÌģŉS y®®ŉâŉÌÒyÈÒŉÖÌ¡µŉ
edible resources cultivated in and on human bodies, such as urine or
´¡®¬ĝŉyµŉÖÌŉÒ ÌŉÒºŉÌÖÌÒy¡µŉºÖÈÌ®áÌŉyµŉºÖÈŉº´´Öµ¡Ò¡Ìģ
We envisioned a local peer-to-peer system, designed for mutual
gifting and exchange within local communities: people contribute
whatever products they have available, including their personal bodily
materials, to a large shared ‘pot luck’ meal. We recognise that some of
these shared-body elements are taboo. We wonder what values might
need to change to reduce the ‘Ick’ factor, and allow us to share our
º¡ÌĝŉºÖÈŉÖ®ÒÖÈÌĝŉºÖÈŉÈ¡ÒÖy®ÌŉÒºŉµy ®ŉÌÖÌÒy¡µy ®ŉÖÒÖÈŉăºÖÈ¡Ì ¡µģ
Further inspired by the Gut Gardeners card, we expanded our view
of communities beyond just human beings, aiming to extend the
everyday dining experience to be inclusive of different ‘cultures’.
Did you know that some foods, or more precisely the micro organisms
â¡Ò ¡µŉÒ ´ĝŉyÒŉÖÌŉÒ ŉÌy´ŉyÌŉâŉyµŉyÒŉÒ ´ģŉYÈèŉ¡µŉÌº´ŉ
bits of your skin or nail clippings to a mushroom, you might grow a
fancy – and very personalised – mycelium suit.
We also want to consider body augmentations. Human
bodies are similar but not the same: for example, some
people do not lactate. How can we augment their
º¡ÌŉÌºŉÒ yÒŉáÈèŉĻ ºèļŉyµŉºµÒÈ¡ ÖÒģŉµŉ¡ŉÒ ¡Ìŉ
is something that we want to do, how do we recognise
and design for inclusivity – cultural, ethical and
ºÒ Èģ
Our recipe is certainly still ‘brewing’. It is not
Ăµ¡Ì ĝŉ ÖÒŉ¡ÒŉyÈÈ¡Ìŉyŉy®®ŉºÈŉÈăÒ¡ºµŉyÌŉ
its central ingredient (notice the mirror in our
recipe collage). As the human species, we need
Òºŉ®ºº¬ŉºÖÈÌ®áÌŉ¡µŉÒ ŉèŉyµŉyÈÖ®®èŉÈăÒŉ
on what we and our bodies are able and willing
to contribute to our communities to help nurture
sustainable, regenerative futures.
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Food Waste
Glam
Ann Light, Deborah, Iben
& Sandra van der Hel

“to make [something]
desirable, it has to
have some degree of
exclusivity to it [...] the
notion of just and the
notion of status are in
contrast to each other
[...] justice’s always got
that problem on its
hands.”
“we wanna make a meal
that’s accessible to
everyone yet exclusive;
that is extravagant
and has a lot and yet
¡ÌŉĂ¡µÒĜŉiŉ yáŉ
a lot of tensions and
contradictions in our
meal that we want to
bring in.”
[they all laugh under
breath]
— Discussion among
participants
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Looking at the Glam Diners card, we were intrigued by the notion
of glamour and how it might both intersect and be in tension with
issues of justice and sustainability. In the words of one of us: “What
ºÌŉ®y´ºÈºÖÌŉyÒ¡µŉÒ yÒļÌŉİy®ÌºıŉyµŉĂ¡µÒŉyÒ¡µŉ®ºº¬ŉ®¡¬ģĺŉAÖÈŉ
prototyped Food Waste Glam recipe was prompted by the following
question: “I was wondering if there was a way of doing something
that has a sense of abundance but actually used things that are
yÌ¡®èŉyáy¡®y ®ĺĜ
To respond to that provocation, we decided to ideate a dish that
was at once exclusive and accessible; glamorous and sustainable;
extravagant and healthy. To provide the dish with a sense of glamour
and exclusivity extravaganza, we framed it as a complex elaboration:
yµŉ¡µÒÈ¡yÒŉºµ¡¡È¡ŉ®yèÈŉâ¡Ò ŉăyáºÖÈÌŉyµŉÒçÒÖÈÌĜŉiŉyÈÖ®®èŉ
selected ingredients that might be considered exclusive (spirulina),
sustainable (seaweed), accessible (rice), extravagant (pomegranate),
glamorous (ice cream) and healthy (seaweed and rice).
The resulting Frozen Onigiri Ricecream with Pomegranate and a
Dash of Spirulina is an attempt at exploring how experience and
ÌÖÌÒy¡µy ¡®¡Òèŉ´¡ ÒŉµºÒŉµÌÌyÈ¡®èŉ ŉyµŉĹ¡Ò ÈŉºÈĺŉ ¡µº´¡y®ĝŉ ÖÒŉ
can embody qualities of both. In doing so, our onigiri presents a way
of thinking about the complex interrelationships between those
often opposing concepts, by eating them together.
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IntrosPicnic
Allan Gomes, Ferran
Altarriba Bertran, Hilary
Davis, Iryna Karaush &
Xinyi Li

In our group we were excited about the potential of technology to
support novel forms of shared eating experiences. Our resulting
recipe, IntrosPicnic, is a food-tech system that allows people
to share a close understanding of what is happening within and
outside their bodies during the eating process.
IntrosPicnic consists of two technological artifacts: a swallowable
DeepFood sensor and a computational MouthShare mouthpiece
that can be attached to one’s palate. All members of the
IntrosPicnic dinner party are encouraged to swallow a sensor at the
beginning of the meal. Once in the diner’s gut, the sensor monitors
their food intake, digitising the information to create a model of
the diner’s food experience. This data is then made available for
everyone else to experience: the computational mouthpiece can
reproduce a range of multi-sensory stimuli (taste, texture, smell,
temperature...) and, as such, it can bring to life and replicate the
digital models of the food-experiences captured by the sensors.
IntrosPicnic thus enables diners to share a food experience in new
ways, by making public all that takes place inside a diners’ guts.
During the ideation process, we focused on the potential of such
technologies to afford novel and exciting food-tech experiences.
We did not turn our group discussion to deeper social, cultural,
economic, or planetary implications of what life might be like, if
these were real – but we offer our recipe as a starting point and
provocation for others who are keen on discussing and bringing the
recipe forward.

Our picnic basket was
full to the brim, and the
variety of the ingredients
we had at hand inspired our
extravagant - and maybe
somewhat spectacular recipe.
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Cheese
Bored?
Reimagining
a Cheesy
Picnic
Speed-date
Aditi, Geethika, Hilary
Davis, Jonathan C &
Marie Nowak

Our cheesy speed-date
picnic is inspired by a picnic
basket containing cheese
cultures, Pavlova cake and
a human body. We also
had a cookbook and an ice
tray in our basket, which
we swapped for some
fermentation starters and an
apple tree.
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Our overall theme was fermented: Inspired by the Food Hackers,
Ethical Cannibals and Nutriamorists cards, we present to you an
alternative to a traditional cheese-focused picnic, we imagine as a
‘speed date’.
Our picnic cheese board includes elements that are sustainable
and climate-conscious as well as varied and suitable for diverse
diets and tastes. These cheesy elements are brought together to
attract a mate: they are present both as a topic of conversation and
a challenge for a prospective date to eat.
For our main picnic course, we prepared for example a Vegan
Cheese created especially for ethically minded cheese-lovers,
a Breastmilk Cheese made for sharing with prospective family
members and a special Dating Cheese made from human
bacteria. The latter delicacy is imbued with the odour of human
pheromones—an odour created from human sweat glands—thus
ÈyÒ¡µŉÒÈÖ®èŉÅÈÌºµy®¡Ìŉ ÌŉăyáºÖÈÌĜŉº®®ÒŉÈº´ŉèºÖÈŉ
sweaty local gym, this personalised smell can then be used to
attract (or repel!) romantic partners at the imagined picnic.
ºÈŉâ¡Ò ŉ yÈŉ ÌģŉiŉÅÈºá¡ŉÌâÒŉy®ÒÈµyÒ¡áÌŉĴŉÌÖ ŉ
as Caramelised Cheese, Pavlova Cheese and Chocolate Cheese.
Accompaniments at our picnic included crisp apples, Russian
cheese salad and sourdough bread. Fermented drinks such as
kombucha, apple and berry cider, buttermilk and fruit tea help to
wash down any cheesy after-taste.
Our cheese is presented unwrapped, or with sustainable edible
wrapping. We consider that plastic has its advantages, such as
keeping bacteria out, however we are concerned about our impact
on the Earth. Our cheese is to be made and consumed on the same
day. Therefore, it is wrapped in cheese cloth in the morning and
eaten in the afternoon. This is assuming your romantic partner
does not take the term ‘speed-date’ literally and run away leaving you holding the cheese. If this happens, we have heard
that the local ducks might enjoy the cheese, or you could
bring your cheese home and try a cheesy speed-dating
picnic another day.
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Companions
Picnic
Laura Fähndrich,
Markéta Dolejšová,
Michelle Lai Jingmin,
Sjösjuk sjöman & Yoram
Chisik

“The companionship
[in our case] is not just
sharing of the food, it’s
also sharing of the gases
produced from the
consumption of the food
that could be fed back to
the system.”
- Companions Picnic
group
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We decided to become Food Gadgeteers and prepare a sustainable
experimental picnic for everyone. Or, well, everyone who can
digest our edible imaginations. At the beginning, our picnic basket
contained a sourdough jar, a home-made berry jam, a food-safe
transportation box, nutmeg leaves and some gut supplements.
Based on our group discussion, we added a fermented carrot
marmalade foraged in one participant’s home pantry and also
Ìº´ŉ«y´´ŉ ®y¬ŉây®µÖÒÌŉÒºŉyŉÈyâĝŉyÈÒ èŉăyáºÈÌĜŉiŉÒºº¬ŉºÖÈŉ
ÌºÖÈºÖ ŉyµŉ´yŉyŉăyÒ ÈyŉĬ¡µŉÌº´ŉººŉÖ®ÒÖÈÌŉy®®ŉyŉ
‘pancake’) as a staple to feed our workshop companions. Did you
know that the word ‘companion’ comes from ‘panis’, the Latin word
ºÈŉ ÈyģŉAÈ¡¡µy®®èĝŉÒ ŉÒÈ´ŉâyÌŉÖÌŉÒºŉÌÈ¡ ŉÌº´ºµŉâ¡Ò ŉ
whom you shared a meal.
Flavored with the fermented jams we had at hand and some extra
nutmeg for a twist, our bread was a humble yet tasteful meal. We
#yÒÈŉÒ ŉĂÈÌÒŉ ÈyŉÅÈºÒºÒèÅŉ¡µŉºÖÈŉÈºÖÅŉ¬¡Ò µŉyµŉ
started thinking, how to make more of it in an outdoor picnic setting,
as sustainably as possible. We had our box to safely transport all the
ingredients, but the cooking mechanism and energy source were
unclear. And then we considered: in the spirit of all-embracing food
companionship, why not build a simple mobile stove powered by
the gas released from the fermented jam jars and human digestive
ÅÈºÌÌÌŉÒÈ¡Èŉ èŉ«y´ŉºµÌÖ´ÅÒ¡ºµģŉŉÌÖÌÒy¡µy ®ŉ´ºÈĲÒ yµĲ
human picnic stove, using both food and human microbes to make a
ÒyÌÒèŉ´y®ŉºÈŉáÈèºµĜŉºÌŉÒ yÒŉÌºÖµŉÌ¡®®èģŉ;yè Ĝŉ(Òŉ¡ÌŉºÖÈŉĂÈÌÒŉ
playful step in thinking about sustainable food futures that are
ÌÖÌÒy¡µy ®ŉyµŉĂ¡µÒŉ ÖÒŉy®ÌºŉçÅÈ¡´µÒy®ŉyµŉÖµĜ

The picnic basket we started
with contained a sourdough
jar, a home-made berry jam,
a food-safe transportation
box, nutmeg leaves and
some gut supplements. And
you know what? We didn’t
swap any of it. We are happy
with what we have. We are
Gadgeteers - we can make
stuff out of any other stuff!
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Day 2:

Designing With More-thanHuman Food Practices for
Climate Resilience

Workshop organisers:

On the second workshop day – Designing with More-than-Human
Food Practices for Climate Resilience – we continued discussing and
experimentally exploring sustainability challenges in food systems.
Inspired by the fantastic(e)ating recipes co-created on day 1, we
ºÖÌŉÌÅ¡Ăy®®èŉºµŉ´ºÈĲÒ yµĲ Ö´yµŉººŉÅÈyÒ¡ÌŉyµŉÒ ¡Èŉ
potential role in supporting sustainable food transformations. Similar
to the previous day, we used a shared Miro board pre-populated
â¡Ò ŉáyÈ¡ºÖÌŉ´yÒÈ¡y®Ìĝŉ¡µ®Ö¡µŉĂáŉĻÅyµÒÈ¡ÌļŉÌÒº¬ŉâ¡Ò ŉçy´Å®Ìŉ
ºŉ´ºÈĲÒ yµĲ Ö´yµŉºÈ¡µÒŉººŉÅÈyÒ¡ÌŉyÈºÌÌŉĂáŉººŉ
system areas: production, procurement & distribution, consumption,
processing, and disposal. Working in small groups, we collaged
proposals (recipes) for ways to plausibly embrace more-thanhuman perspectives in each of the areas. Participants also brought
their boundary objects representing existing sustainability issues in
y®®ŉĂáŉyÈyÌŉÒ yÒŉÒ èŉÅ®yŉºµŉÒ ŉÌ yÈŉ;¡ÈºŉÒºŉ¬¡¬ĲÌÒyÈÒŉÒ ŉ
discussion.

Markéta Dolejšová, Sjef
van Gaalen, Danielle
Wilde, Paul Graham
Raven, Sara Heitlinger &
Ann Light

Through four hours of collaging and exchange of food experiences,
È¡Ò¡y®ŉÈăÒ¡ºµÌĝŉ¡´y¡µyÒ¡ºµÌĝŉyÌŉâ®®ŉyÌŉ ºÖµyÈèŉº «ÒÌĝŉâŉ
unearthed a rich variety of intriguing dilemmas:
• How can we rethink hierarchies in food systems?
• Why are non-humans not credited for their contributions to
food processes?
• Can fermentation & human-microbe care provide a model for
change?
• How would slugs design food policy?
ŉŉŉŉĦŉ ºÌµļÒŉ´ºÈĲÒ yµĲ Ö´yµŉy®Ìºŉ¡´Å®èŉ®ÌÌĲÒ yµĲ Ö´yµģ
The following pages document our co-creative processes and
Ì ºâyÌŉÒ ŉĂáŉÈ¡ÅÌŉÒ yÒŉ´ÈŉyÌŉºÖÒº´ÌĜŉoºÖŉâ¡®®ŉ
¡ÌºáÈŉyŉÈ¡ÅŉºÈŉyŉăºyÒ¡µŉÖÈ yµŉÅ®yÒºÈ´ŉºŉ®ºáÈŉÅ®yµÒÌŉÒ yÒŉ
ÅÈº´ºÒÌŉ µĂ¡y®ŉÒÌŉºŉ¡µáyÌ¡áŉÌÅ¡Ìŉºµŉ®ºy®ŉ ¡º¡áÈÌ¡Òèğŉ
a slug-based exercise in inhabiting a multi-species food policy
ÅºÌ¡Ò¡ºµğŉyŉÈy´èŉèÒŉyÌ¡ ®ŉyÈµŉÈÌÒyÖÈyµÒŉºÈŉÌµy¡®Ìğŉyµŉ
more. We hope our more-than-human food proposals will be
digestible for you and will be pleased to hear your feedback!
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Food system areas for
more-than-human collaging
Y ŉĂáŉººŉÌèÌÒ´ŉyÈyÌŉ
âŉçÅ®ºÈŉÒ ÈºÖ ŉºÖÈŉ
º®®y¡µĜŉLºÌÒĲ¡ÒÌŉyŉº®®yŉ
ÈºÖÅŉÅyÈÒ¡¡ÅyµÒÌŉâ¡Ò ŉÒ ¡Èŉ
ººŉ ºÖµyÈèŉº «ÒÌĜ
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Production:

The Good,
The Bad
and The
Invasive
Åsa Ståhl, Deborah,
Kristina Lindström, Li
Jönsson, Mia Shu,
Sandra van der Hel
& Sneha Solanki
“It’s time to think of
food production that
is not immediately
µĂ¡y®ŉÒºŉ Ö´yµÌŉ
ÖÒŉÒ yÒŉâ¡®®ŉ µĂÒŉ
humans in a longer
term”
Ĳŉ"ººŉLÈºÖÒ¡ºµŉÈºÖÅ

We dug deep into the complex entanglements of more-thanhuman food systems and the ethical conditions underlying who
should eat whom, what should be grown where and for whose
µĂÒĜŉiŉºµÌ¡ÈŉÒ ŉ¡µÒÈ¡yÒŉÅºÌ¡Ò¡ºµŉºŉ¡µáyÌ¡áŉÌÅ¡Ìĝŉ
º´´ºµ®èŉºµÌ¡ÈŉyÌŉÖµâyµÒŉĻÅÌÒÌļŉyÖÌ¡µŉ yÈ´ŉÒºŉ
ecosystems. Despite this ungracious reputation, many invasive
species can have positive effects on their surrounding habitats,
although often in less obvious ways. In Sweden, for instance, lupin
bean is considered an unpopular garden invader that should be
ÒÈ´¡µyÒĜŉoÒĝŉ®ÖÅ¡µŉ¡Ìŉy®ÌºŉyŉººŉÌºÖÈŉºŉÅÈºÒ¡µŉºÈŉºâÌŉ
and some people admire the lupin plant for its aesthetic beauty.
S¡´¡®yÈ®èĝŉÒ ŉÈŉÌây´ÅŉÈyèĂÌ ŉÒ yÒŉ®¡¬ÌŉÒºŉ¡µáyŉÖÒ ŉÈ¡áÈÌŉ¡Ìŉ
µºÒŉºµŉÒ ŉºÖµÒÈèļÌŉ®¡ÌÒŉºŉâ®º´ŉÖÌÒÌŉĴŉ¡Òŉ yÈ´ÌŉÒ ŉâyÒÈŉ
ÇÖy®¡ÒèŉyµŉÅÈáµÒÌŉÈºâÒ ŉºŉÌº´ŉÅ®yµÒÌŉyÌŉâ®®ŉyÌŉĂÌ ĜŉS¡µŉ
Ò ŉÈyèĂÌ ŉ¡ÌŉÇÖ¡Òŉ yÈŉÒºŉ®¡´¡µyÒĝŉÖÒ ŉ®ºy®Ìŉ yáŉ µŉ
encouraged to...eat it. Changing local mindsets from considering
ÈyèĂÌ ŉyÌŉyŉĻ yļŉ¡µáyÈŉÒºŉyÅÒ¡µŉ¡ÒŉyÌŉyŉ®¡yèŉ´¡ Òŉ ®Åŉ
protect local aquatic ecosystems.
YºŉçÒµŉºÖÈŉ¡ÌÖÌÌ¡ºµĝŉâŉÅÈºÒºÒèÅŉyŉăºyÒ¡µŉÅ®yÒºÈ´ŉºŉ®ºáÈŉ
plants to be set up in cities and help promote local biodiversity. In
Ò ŉ]3ĝŉ®ºáÈŉ¡ÌŉºÒµŉºµÌ¡ÈŉyŉÅÌÒŉÒ yÒŉ ¡«y¬ÌŉÅºÅ®ļÌŉ®yâµÌĜŉ
'ºâáÈĝŉ®ºáÈŉ¡Ìŉyµŉ¡µÈ¡ ®èŉÅºÒµÒŉÅ®yµÒŉºÈŉĂç¡µŉÌº¡®ŉµ¡ÒÈºµĜŉAÖÈŉ
platforms would reposition clover as an important sustainability agent,
ÈyÒ ÈŉÒ yµŉyµŉ¡µÒÈ®ºÅÈĜŉSºĝŉyÈŉy®®ŉ¡µáyÌ¡áŉÌÅ¡ÌŉĻ yļģŉi ºŉÌ ºÖ®ŉ
decide? Based on what criteria? We propose that, for food production
to be sustainable, we need to move beyond a human-centric appraisal
ºŉ¡´´¡yÒŉÅÈyÒ¡y®ŉ µĂÒÌŉºŉººŉÅÈºÖÒ¡ºµŉÅÈºÌÌÌĜŉ
Caring for seemingly un-productive and hence often overlooked or
undesirable species can be a means for us to care for sustainable
food futures.
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Y ŉ"ººŉLÈºÖÒ¡ºµŉÅyµÒÈèŉ
ÌÒº¬ŉâ¡Ò ŉçy´Å®Ìŉºŉ
ç¡ÌÒ¡µŉ´ºÈĲÒ yµĲ Ö´yµŉ
ººŉÅÈºÖÒ¡ºµŉÅÈºÌÌÌĜ

Procurement and
distribution:

What
would food
policy look
like, if it
was made
by Slugs?
Lara Houston, Marie
Nowak, Sjef van Gaalen,
Sjösjuk sjöman & Tom
Gayler

Points were raised in the initial discussion about what we (humans)
in our (human-centric) point of view consider to be “good” and “bad”
life, how to tell otherwise hidden environmental/social (meta)stories
about food, and how we might resolve some of the issues around
existing power structures and economic incentives.
In an attempt to investigate more-than-human issues around
competition and make inter-relationships more apparent, we
explored the creation of food policy from the perspective of a noncharismatic animal. Something generally considered to be a pest.

“How do we, as the
egocentric creatures
that we have trained
ourselves to be, arrive
at even a possibility
for multi- species food
policy, what does that
look like?”
ĲŉOÌÅºµ¡µŉLyÈÒ¡¡ÅyµÒŉ
Èº´ŉ
ŉŉĹ ¡¬µŉºÈŉĺ
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What would food policy look like if it was made by slugs? What if
advocates for the slugs were tasked with negotiating a trade deal
with the other species to which they relate? Would the slugs be able
to maintain a long-term strategic outlook?
This is not to seriously entertain having policy designed by and
for slugs, or to say that these issues must have an economic
resolution. Although economic measures are an obvious tool, there
may be alternative ways as well. Our slug-based food policy is an
exercise in inhabiting a different perspective, and seeing what light
Òy¬¡µŉyŉÌ®ÖļÌŉÅÈÌÅÒ¡áŉ´¡ ÒŉÌ ¡µŉºµŉºÖÈŉáÈèŉ Ö´yµĲµÒÈ¡ŉ
assumptions and points of view.
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Y ŉ"ººŉLÈºÖÈ´µÒŉŲŉ
¡ÌÒÈ¡ ÖÒ¡ºµŉÅyµÒÈèŉÌÖÌÒŉ
yŉâŉçy´Å®Ìŉºŉ ºâŉººŉ
ÈÌºÖÈÌŉyµŉ ŉº Òy¡µŉ
yµŉ¡ÌÒÈ¡ ÖÒŉ¡µŉyŉ´ºÈĲ
Ò yµĲ Ö´yµŉºÖÌŉ´yµµÈĜ

Disposal:

Less than
Human?
Amala, Geethika, Iben,
Paul Graham Raven &
Urja Jhaveri

“We don’t think of
the banana farmer
as responsible for
the banana peel”
ĲŉLyÈÒ¡¡ÅyµÒŉÖÈ¡µŉ
¡ÌÖÌÌ¡ºµ

Our discussion began with the realisation that everyone in our
group had brought boundary objects that were containers of some
sort. From (menstrual) cups to chocolate wrappers and banana
skins, some objects were trying to solve the problem of waste and
others were creating it, but all of them were packaging.
While the packaging itself is often disposed of, we only tend to
package things that we value. This then begs the question, value for
whom? We talked about how these values of waste differ. Menstrual
blood, composting toilets and e-waste were all brought up as
examples showing that the idea of waste is subjective.
Disposal also has differing value across classes in society. Dumpster
diving may be considered hip, an activist gesture to bring attention
to climate change issues. Celebrities may attach themselves to such
climate-actions to achieve a certain kind of glamour. The packaging
becomes metaphorical, part of a brand experience. However, this
glamour and hipness does not extend to rag-pickers, or other
º´´Öµ¡Ò¡ÌŉºµŉÒ ŉÅÈ¡Å Èèĝŉ®¡á¡µŉºµŉºÒ ÈÌļŉâyÌÒĜŉ
To address this issue we propose presenting solutions as “packages”
for a democratic form of governance. These packages are plans
of action to deal with the problems of disposal in a way that
contextualises them in respect to the culture and environment,
originating from the communities involved. We present these
packages to (municipal) governments for implementation, to
translate untapped potential into action, and restructure society. The
“package” is convenient, but it also has an expiration date, and must
be acted upon, as time is running out.
The “more-than-human” aspect in this plan for action may not be
easily spotted, but “more-than-human” also implies “less-thanhuman”. Those who are human but are considered “less” than due to
their association with waste. When talking about disposal we must
consider not just what is considered disposable but also whom.
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'Ö´yµŉº´ÅºÌÒĝŉ ¡¬µÌŉ
yÒ¡µŉÌÈyÅÌĝŉâ¡®ŉâÌŉ
yµŉ´ºÈŉ¡µŉÒ ŉ"ººŉ
¡ÌÅºÌy®ŉÅyµÒÈèĜ

Consumption:

Chicken or
Egg?
Aditi, Danielle Wilde,
Iryna Karaush, Laura
"} µÈ¡ ŉŲŉoºÈy´ŉ
Chisik

iŉ yµŉâ¡Ò ŉ y¬®yáyŉĬºÈŉĻÅ®yµÒyŉy¬ļĭĝŉyŉÒyŉ yŉĬâ ¡ ŉÌÅy¬Ìŉ
to colonialism), a jar of mixed pickles (which speak of spices and
other places), a pudding and a tray of eggs. The commonality was
a concern for origins and histories, carried in the foods we eat. The
trace we determined to follow was that of the egg.
i yÒŉº´ÌŉĂÈÌÒĝŉÒ ŉ ¡¬µŉºÈŉÒ ŉĝŉ¡µ¡á¡Öy®ŉºÈŉÅ®yµÒģŉ(ŉâŉ
must change how we eat (and we must) can we do it by asking what
our foods represent? Can we begin with the egg?
According to the 2020 Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee
S¡µÒ¡ĂŉOÅºÈÒĈŉºÖÒ®¡µ¡µŉµÖÒÈ¡Ò¡ºµy®ŉÈº´´µyÒ¡ºµÌŉºÈŉ
´È¡yµÌĝŉÌŉyÈŉyŉµÖÒÈ¡µÒĲÈ¡ ŉĻĂÈÌÒŉººĜļŉ(µĝŉyŉÌ¡µ®ŉŉ
contains the necessary nutrients to turn a fertilized cell into a baby
 ¡¬µĜŉ(ŉâŉÈăÒŉºµŉÒ ŉµÖÒÈ¡Ò¡ºµy®ĝŉÌº¡y®ŉyµŉÖÌÒyÒºÈèŉÅ®yÌÖÈÌŉ
and pains of the egg, might it help us to reconsider how we feed our
bodies, our social connections, our pleasure centres and our planet?
Changing behaviour is far from straight-forward. Beginning
ÈăÒ¡ºµÌŉÈº´ŉÒ ŉ Ö´ ®ŉŉµy ®ÌŉÖÌŉÒºŉ È¡µŉ´yµèŉ yÈŉ
conversations to the table. While we do not pretend to have found
any solutions to the challenge of transforming how we eat, using an
ŉyÌŉyŉyÒy®èÌÒŉºÈŉÈăÒ¡ºµŉºÅµŉÖÅŉ´yµèŉ¡ÌÌÖÌŉÒ yÒŉÖÌÖ®®èŉ
ĻÒ ¡¬µļŉÒ ŉ¡ÌÖÌÌ¡ºµĜ

1: https://www.dietaryguidelines.
gov/2020-advisorycommittee-report
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"ººŉÈ´µÒyÒ¡ºµĝŉ'®´¡µÒ ¡ŉ
Ò ÈyÅèĝŉyµŉºÒ Èŉçy´Å®Ìŉ
ºŉ Ö´yµĲººŉºµÌÖ´ÅÒ¡ºµŉ
ÅÈºÌÌÌŉÒ yÒŉ¡µáº®áŉµºµĲ
Ö´yµÌŉyÌŉÅyÈÒµÈÌĜ

Processing:

MoreThanHuman
Dreaming
Ann Light, Anna
Lychagina, Markéta
Dolejšová, Sebastian
Prost, Steph Marsden &
Xinyi Li

“While tending to our
garden, we learned
that more-thanhuman care in food
systems shouldn’t be
romanticised.”
ĵŉ"ººŉÅÈºÌÌ¡µŉÈºÖÅ

Non-human creatures do a great deal of work in our food systems
that is essential for humans to survive and thrive. Look at bees, or
microbes in fermented edibles. Do we value their labour enough?
ºµļÒŉÒ èŉÌÈáŉ ÒÒÈŉÈ¡ÒŉºÈŉyÈ¡µŉºÈŉÖÌŉyµŉºÒ ÈŉÌÅ¡Ìŉ
on our planet? Perhaps, we should be more grateful and try to make
their job easier by providing decent working conditions, rather than
keeping up with the food business as usual. But nothing in this world
is simple. To transform our food systems towards regenerative moreÒ yµĲ Ö´yµŉăºÖÈ¡Ì ¡µĝŉâŉµŉÒºŉÒŉºÖÒŉºŉºÖÈŉ Ö´yµŉÌ ®®Ìŉyµŉ
learn how to better understand the needs of other creatures.
O´´ Èŉá¡Ì¡Ò¡µŉºÖÈŉyÈµĝŉÒ ŉºµŉÒ yÒļÌŉÖ®®ŉºŉy®®ŉÒ ºÌŉ
âºµÈÖ®ŉÅ®yµÒÌŉĴŉ È ÌĝŉăºâÈÌĝŉáÒy ®ŉÅyÒ ÌģŉO´´ Èŉ
the snails? How cool they are with their little antennae and camper
houses attached to their backs. If you had stayed longer, though, you
âºÖ®ļáŉÌµŉÒ yÒŉºÈŉÒ ŉÌµy¡®ÌĝŉºÖÈŉyÈµŉ¡ÌŉyŉÈĝŉÖµÈÌÒÈ¡Òŉ
Å¡µ¡ŉyÈyĜŉY ºÌŉÈyÒÖÈÌŉ«ÖÌÒŉâyµÒŉÒºŉyÒŉ¡Òŉy®®ġŉµŉÒ yÒļÌŉµºÒŉ
Ìºŉºº®Ĝŉ"ºÈŉÖÌŉĴŉyá¡ŉyÈµÈÌŉÒ yÒŉâŉyÈŉĴŉ¡ÒļÌŉÌº´Ò¡´ÌŉÇÖ¡Òŉ
impossible to maintain a harmonious relationship with the snail
picnickers. As harsh as it sounds, we simply need to start getting rid
of them.
OµÒ®èĝŉâļáŉ µŉÈy®®èŉ ºÒ Èŉâ¡Ò ŉÒ ¡ÌĝŉÒ ¡µ¬¡µĞŉ ºâŉÈyÒŉ
would it be to cooperate with the snails and make a deal on which
garden patches they can eat, and which should be left untouched?
An an alternative to treating them as uninvited pests. We tried to
call a truce and proposed to run a garden restaurant for them that
âºÖ®ŉÌÈáŉyŉĂµŉÌ®Ò¡ºµŉºŉÒ ŉ yÈáÌÒĜŉi®®ĝŉ¡Òŉ¡µļÒŉâºÈ¬ŉºÖÒŉyÒŉ
y®®ĜĜĜâŉ¡µļÒŉÈy®®èŉÖµÈÌÒyµŉy ŉºÒ ÈĜŉáÈè ºèŉâyÌŉºµÖÌŉ
and felt misplaced! Ah, these romantic dreams of more-than-human
care, where snails, plants and humans live in harmony.
What would you do, in our place?
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Digestif
As you reach the end of this cookbook, we hope that your cravings
for fantastic and experimental more-than-human food futures ideas
yáŉ µŉÌyÒ¡ÌĂĜ
The eleven recipes that we have presented here do not provide
exact ingredient lists and precise measures, nor do they contain
¡µÌÒÈÖÒ¡ºµÌŉºÈŉ ºâŉÒºŉĂçŉyŉÅÈÒŉ®Öµ ĜŉOyÒ ÈŉÒ yµŉ ¡µŉyŉ
step-by-step how-to guide for cooking up better futures, this
More-than-Human Food Futures Cookbook aims to provoke
imagination and inspire critical thinking on how human food
practices could be different, supporting sustainable future
ăºÖÈ¡Ì ¡µĜŉ"Èº´ŉyŉÅ¡µ¡ŉ´y®ŉÈ¡´y¡µ¡µŉÒ ŉ Ö´yµŉ ºèŉyÌŉyŉ
resource to a slug-driven food-governance, the book captures the
co-creative thought experiments of 33 contributors who came
together for two workshop days to cross-pollinate ideas, weaving
them into food futures recipes that consider more-than-human
¡µÒÈÌÒÌĜ
(ŉèºÖŉĂµŉÒ ŉ ºº¬ļÌŉºµÒµÒÌŉ¡µÌÅ¡È¡µŉyµŉâºÖ®ŉ®¡¬ŉÒºŉºº¬ŉÖÅŉ
´ºÈŉâ¡Ò ŉÖÌĝŉºŉ«º¡µŉºµŉºŉºÖÈŉ"¡µŉ"ººŉ"ÖÒÖÈÌŉĬ"""ĭŉáµÒÌĜŉ
See https://foodfutures.group/ for updates about upcoming FFF
ÅÈº«ÒÌŉyµŉºÒ ÈŉÈÌºÖÈÌŉÒy¡®¡µŉºÖÈŉÅyÌÒŉº®®y ºÈyÒ¡áŉâºÈ¬Ĝŉ(ŉ
you have a proposal for a new collaboration or any other nourishing
content to share, do reach out – you are always welcome at the
Ì yÈŉ"""ŉÒy ®Ĝ
Feel free to circulate this cookbook with your fellow eaters, under
the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
®¡µÌĜ
Warmly,
Markéta, Sjef, Hilary, Danielle, and Ferran
The cookbook editors
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